
Overview map

Detailed map

Directions – Your path right to us
sicK Vertriebs-gmbh in Düsseldorf is in a very convenient location accessible to many forms of 
transportation. the Düsseldorf central railway station is about 7 km (4.3 miles) away from the sicK 
location. close proximity to the a3, a44, a46, a52 and a57 autobahns offers connection options in 
every direction. the Düsseldorf international airport (Dus) is about 20 minutes away.



train

get off at the Düsseldorf central railway station and take 
the u74 subway line heading towards Lörick or the u76 
line towards Krefeld. get off at the “Löricker strasse” stop. 
go left on schiessstrasse down to the next intersection. at 
the intersection, turn right onto Willstätterstrasse. 
You can find us in Building     No. 30 on the right.

car

From Cologne (Köln), A3
refer to the overview map: Drive on the a3 towards ober-
hausen to the ratingen-ost interchange then continue on 
the a44 towards Krefeld to the Düsseldorf-
Stockum exit. From there, continue on the B8, Danziger 
Strasse, towards Stockum. Then turn right onto the B7, 
uerdinger strasse, and head straight going over the theo-
dor Heuss Bridge.
refer to the detailed map: next, turn right onto Lüttich-
er strasse heading towards seestern, Lörick. Lütticher 
strasse becomes oberlöricker strasse. From oberlöricker 
strasse, turn left onto Löricker strasse, which becomes 
schiessstrasse. From schiessstrasse, turn right onto Will-
stätterstrasse.  
There you will find us on the right side of the street in 
building no. 30.

From Oberhausen, A3 
refer to the overview map: Drive on the a3 towards co-
logne (Köln) to the Breitscheid interchange. Then take the 
a52 towards Düsseldorf airport and Mönchengladbach 
to the Düsseldorf-nord interchange then continue on the 
a44 towards Krefeld, taking the Düsseldorf-stockum exit. 
From there, continue on the B8, Danziger Strasse, towards 
Stockum. Then turn right onto the B7, Uerdinger Strasse, 
and head straight going over the Theodor Heuss Bridge.
refer to the detailed map: next, turn right onto Lüttich-
er strasse heading towards seestern, Lörick. Lütticher 

strasse becomes oberlöricker strasse. From oberlöricker 
strasse, turn left onto Löricker strasse, which becomes 
schiessstrasse. From schiessstrasse, turn right onto Will-
stätterstrasse.  
There you will find us on the right side of the street in 
building no. 30. 

From Cologne (Köln), A57
refer to the overview map: Drive on the a57 towards 
Krefeld to the neuss-hafen junction, then continue on the 
B1 towards Düsseldorf, Neuss-Hafen.
refer to the detailed map: Follow the road straight towards 
Neuss where it becomes the L137. Turn right off the L137 
onto heerdter Landstrasse and continue straight to niko-
laus-Knopp-Platz, L392. Turn at the signal for turning left. 
then keep right and turn onto schiessstrasse. at the next 
intersection, turn left onto Willstätterstrasse.  
There you will find us on the right side of the street in 
building no. 30. 

From Krefeld, A57
refer to the overview map: Drive on the a57 towards 
cologne (Köln) to the Kaarst interchange. then take the 
A52 towards Düsseldorf and continue straight on the B7, 
Brüsseler Strasse.
refer to the detailed map: on Lütticher strasse, turn 
left heading towards seestern, Lörick. Lütticher strasse 
becomes oberlöricker strasse. From oberlöricker 
strasse, turn left onto Löricker strasse, which becomes 
schiessstrasse. From schiessstrasse, turn right onto Will-
stätterstrasse.  
There you will find us on the right side of the street in 
building no. 30. 

airpLane

You can reach us by taxi from Düsseldorf airport in about 
20 minutes. The trip costs about 15 to 20 euros.                          
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ArrivAL BY:

SICK Vertriebs-GmbH
Willstätterstr. 30
40549 Düsseldorf
germany
Phone +49 211 5301 301



hoteL recoMMenDations

LinDner congress hoteL
Lütticher Strasse 130
40547 Düsseldorf, germany
Phone +49 211 5997 0
Fax +49 211 5997 339
info.congresshotel@lindner.de
www.lindner.de/de/rst

Location
SiCK vertriebs-GmbH is just 2.5 km (1.5 miles) from the 
hotel. You can reach us in about 15 minutes from the 
“Lotharstrasse” stop. the hotel has more than 400 under-
ground parking and outdoor parking spots. You can walk to 
downtown in just 7 minutes. the a52 runs near the hotel. 
the beautiful rhine wetlands are located across from the 
hotel.

hoteL Fire & ice
An der Skihalle 1
41472 Neuss, Germany
Phone +49 2131 7525 0 
Fax +49 2131 7525 500 
hotel@allrounder.de
www.hotelfireandice.de

Location
SiCK vertriebs-GmbH is about 13 km (8 miles) from the 
hotel and is accessible by car in about 20 minutes. the 
alpine sport and conference hotel is located in the “Jever 
Fun skihalle neuss”. the hotel has free parking. the a46 
and a57 are nearby.

Mercure hoteL DüsseLDorF seestern
Fritz-vomfelde-Str. 38
40547 Düsseldorf, germany
Phone +49 211 5307 60
Fax +49 211 5307 6444
H2199@accor.com
www.mercure.com

Location
SiCK vertriebs-GmbH is just 1.6 km (1 mile) from the hotel 
and the trip takes 20 minutes on foot. the four-star hotel 
is conveniently located near the a52 and a57. the “am 
Seestern” and “Prinzenallee” subway stops are just 300 m 
(100 feet) from the hotel. The hotel has outdoor parking 
available for a fee.



Main entrance

Willstätterstraße
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